SECOND YEAR AWARD LIST 2020-2021

Dean’s Gold Scholar Award
Oliver Flis

Dean’s Silver Scholar Award
Brittany DiTrani

Dean’s Bronze Scholar Award
Christina Tang

Agnes Lefas Memorial Scholarship
Carol-Jean Trudell

Alexandra and Mary Fraser Memorial Scholarship
John Wilkinson

Baker & McKenzie Award
Adam Gregory

Blake, Cassels & Graydon Prize in Business Associations
Jordan Nensi

Blakes Scholar Award
Megan Zanette

C. Douglas MacLeod Memorial Scholarship
Adam Gregory
Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP Prize in Corporations and Taxation
Abigail Korbin

Chief Justice McRuer Essay Prize in Constitutional Law
Christina Tang

Christopher Riggs Administrative Law Scholarship
shared by
Adam Gregory
and
one third-year student

Dan Soberman Awards
shared by
Kristy-Anne Dube
and
Christopher Enright

David Sharpe Indigenous Law Student Award
shared by
Taylor Day
and
one second-year student

Dentons Canada LLP Award
Erik Knopf

Faculty of Law Dean’s Council Diversity Award
Abiola Akinyemi
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP Prize in Civil Procedure
shared by
Oliver Flis
and
Steven Kelly

Feminist Jurisprudence Award
shared by
Elek Reitsma
and
one third-year student

Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP Award
Jordan Nensi

The Heenan Blaikie LLP Scholarship
Chelsea Tolppanen

McCarthy Tetrault LLP Scholarships
shared by
Oliver Flis
and
two first-year students

Michelle McKelvey Award in Family Law
Emily Stauffer

Nathens, Siegel LLP Scholarship
Jamie La Rose
P.E. Newbury Prize in Family Law
Emma Smith

Professor H.R.S. Ryan Scholarship
Sarah Bussin

Senator Frank Carrel Upper Year Scholarship
shared by
Jakob Wildman-Sisk
and
three first-year students

Sherrard Kuzz LLP Prize in Labour Law
Nicholas Morrow

Stringer, Brisbin, Humphrey Prize in Labour Law
Oliver Flis

Susan J. Serena Scholarship
Zachary Gordon

The Queen's Law Students' Society Millennium Award
Dakota Bundy

WeirFoulds LLP Award in Remedies
Adam Higgins

Queen’s Law Prize in Appellate Advocacy
Hasti Namvarhaghhighi
Queen’s Law Prize in Business Associations
   Jordan Nensi

Queen’s Law Prize in Civil Procedure
   Brittany DiTrani

Queen’s Law Prize in Clinical Prison Law
   shared by
   Nicholas Morrow
   and
   Jordan Peach
   and
   one third-year student

Queen’s Law Prize in Conflict of Laws
   Justin Saunders

Queen’s Law Prize in Criminal Procedure
   Nadya Gill

Queen’s Law Prize in Topics on Labour/Employment Law
   Adam Gregory

Queen’s Law Prize in Equality Rights & the Charter
   Chelsea Tolppanen
Queen’s Law Prize in Evidence
shared by
Sam DiGiuseppe
and
Sarah Bussin

Queen’s Law Prize in First Nations Negotiations
Duncan Stewart

Queen’s Law Prize in Fiduciary Obligation
shared by
Abiola Akinyemi
and
one third-year student

Queen’s Law Prize in Information Privacy
shared by
Amy Doyle
and
one third-year student

Queen’s Law Prize in International Trade Litigation
Sean Robson

Queen’s Law Prize in Law & Injustice
Camila Julio Arevalo

Queen’s Law Prize in Mental Health Law
Christina Tang

Queen’s Law Prize in Public Health Law
Gina Azer

**Queen’s Law Prize in Racism & Canadian Legal Culture**
shared by
Elizabeth Benoy
and
Jaskaran Lamba

**Queen’s Law Prize in Sexual & Reproductive Justice**
Siobhan Doody

**Queen’s Law Prize in Structuring Business Transactions**
Jordan Nensi

**Queen’s Law Prize in Trademarks and Unfair Competition**
Iris Ngo

**Queen’s Law Prize in Wills & Estate Planning**
shared by
Allysa Ciancio
and
one third-year student